
JCST specialty 

teams produce 

a report at the 

beginning of 

each month 

with a list of 

trainees with 

expected CCT 

dates five 

months from 

the date of the 

report.

Trainee files are then 

checked from start to 

finish by the Specialty 

Manager. Before we 

deem that trainees are 

ready to be issued with 

their CCT application 

packs, we check:

1. They have been 

enrolled with the SAC 

and enrolment 

requirements were 

met;

2. They have  

satisfactory RITAs/

ARCPs to cover their 

entire training until at 

least their penultimate 

year (SpRs require 

satisfactory RITAs 

covering 72 months of 

training);

3. They have passed 

both sections of the 

Intercollegiate Board 

Examination;

4. There are no OOPs 

that were not 

accounted for or still 

require SAC final 

recognition;

5. They have paid their 

trainee fee (only 

applicable to StRs)

CCT application 

pack is issued and 

sent to the trainee.

&

Training Programme 

Director is sent a 

request for the final 

report (the trainee 

will receive a copy 

of this request for 

information).

JCST will chase the 

relevant parties i.e. 

trainees, deaneries, 

training programme 

directors etc.

CCT application 

pack will not be 

issued 

JCST forwards a “pre-

notification 

spreadsheet”* to the 

GMC which lists all the 

trainees for whom we 

have issued the CCT 

application pack for that 

month (this is sent at the 

beginning of every 

month) 

*the GMC will then 

contact trainees directly 

with instructions on how 

to apply online

Once all the 

missing information/

documentation is 

submitted to the 

JCST, trainees’ 

names are added to 

the GMC pre-

notification 

spreadsheet. 

Trainees are 

responsible for  

ensuring that the 

JCST holds all the 

relevant CCT 

paperwork to be able 

to process the 

application. The 

documentation 

required is as follows:

1. complete/signed 

RITA G/ARCP 6 

(signed no more than 

four months before 

CCT date);

2. validated 

consolidation sheets;

3. updated CV;

4. final report from 

TPD;

5. College Notification 

Form (CNF) signed by 

the Postgraduate 

Dean;

6. APLS certificate 

(Paediatric Surgery 

only)

7. Up-to-date ATLS 

(StRs only and only 

certain specialties)

8. CCT Guidelines 

Form (General 

Surgery StRs only)

Paperwork all in 

order?

Complete application sent to 

the SAC for assessment

- this process should take 

between 2 to 4 weeks

JCST chases the relevant 

parties for complete/accurate 

information or paperwork

YES!

NO!

File in order? 

Trainee 

ready?

YES!

NO!
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SAC say 

YES!  

JCST 

recommendation 

for award of CCT 

goes to the GMC 

– spreadsheet 

sent to the GMC 

every Friday

SAC say 

NO! 

Depending on what the 

issue is, the relevant 

parties are contacted to try 

and resolve any 

outstanding problems  –

could lead in some cases 

to extensions of CCT 

dates


